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Hybrid AV Cart 



Hybrid AV Cart (continued)

Summary: This is an updated version of our current AV cart, which frequently becomes double 
booked, so having a second hybrid alternative is essential. The AV Cart II will have a much larger 
screen and a better webcam. This setup will be mounted on a different cart that was donated to the 
church in 2022. The cart is height adjustable and can be rolled into different rooms.

Cost: With cables, adapters & accessories ($300) total cost = $1,546.27



Hybrid Zoom Multiple Spaces



Hybrid Zoom Multiple Spaces (continued)

Summary: This configuration is intended to provide a more professional and adaptable hybrid solu-
tion (s). It does, however, include parts that can be used in a turnkey situation as well as with the AV 
Cart I or II.
The camcorder is designed to be used with professionally operated Hybrid Zoom as well as a dedicat-
ed worship Zoom camera or simply another livestream view. A Macbook is used as a playback com-
puter for Zoom or Livestream while the camcorder is in the room. The OWL is a great turnkey webcam 
solution for small to large group meetings because it eliminates the need for someone to manually turn 
the camera to the person speaking.
The mixer is used in rooms where Zoom cannot be used with the sound system or in rooms without 
a dedicated sound system, and it is USB ready so that it can be connected to the computer running 
Zoom. As a result, you get PA sound for both your guests and the people who are online.

Cost: With cables, adapters ($300) total cost = $3,882.29



85 inch

Hybrid Zoom (Chapel) +

Summary: The 85-inch TV can be a permanent soultion in Chapel, which has been a hotbed of 
hybrid request for memorials and weddings. New mixer with aux outs for zoom integration with house 
PA. 

Cost: With cables, adapters ($300) total cost = $3,195.95

    TOTAL COST= $8,624.51


